Dear programming non-conformist,

I would like to invite you to attend the 23rd euroForth conference on the Forth Programming Language and Forth Processors, the annual get-together of the European Forth Community from Friday, September 14th until Sunday, September 16th at Dagstuhl Castle, Germany with the traditional 4th day as an option until Monday and a preceding "Forth 200X" standards day on Thursday.

This years motto:  
**Stack Orientated Virtual Machines**

As always, the conference is open to any Forth related topic: Forth compilation techniques, advances in platform independence, stack based architectures, compilation techniques for stack based architectures, real-time and embedded systems solutions ...

As always, Saturday evening is dedicated to progressive music:

Magic order trio Purple Pool: Georgia Ch. Hoppe (Clarinet), Uli Sobotta (Horn), Frauke Wessel (Sax). (www.purplepool.de)

You can contribute by presenting a Paper (20 minutes), by presenting a Poster, or by hosting a Workshop.

If you mail your paper (< 15 pages) by September 3rd in PDF format to euro4th@send.de it will be included in the conference handouts. This is also the deadline for workshop requests. Your registration is needed by August 24th.

See: http://www.complang.tuwien.ac.at/anton/euroforth2007/ for the call for papers.

And, as always, spontaneous contributions will be given ample space and time.

A limited number of students may participate at a reduced rate.

The venue: http://www.dagstuhl.de/index.en.html

Latest conference info: http://dec.bournemouth.ac.uk/forth/euro/index.html

I hope to see your there :)

Klaus Schleisiek

This years euroForth office:

Gudrun Zaretzke, c/o SEND GmbH, Rostocker Str. 20, D-20099 Hamburg, Germany
Fon: +49 40 37500803 Fax: +49 40 37500893 Mail: euro4th@send.de